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Ahh, the dreaded rut. They can be tricky little things, designed to cause 
stress, panic and – occasionally – pain. But use the right technique and your 
confidence will grow with each ride, replacing your trepidation with faith 
and rendering you a semi-accomplished trail rider.
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R
uts can be one of the 
most difficult elements of 
trail riding, yet as winter 
approaches there is no 
getting away from them. In 

fact, the worse the weather conditions 
the deeper and longer the ruts will be, 
leaving you with no option but to tackle 
them head on. 

So, in this installment I hope to 
shed some light on the art of riding 
ruts for beginners. The rut I am using 
to demonstrate the technique in this 
installment of Top Tips is pretty standard 
stuff, it’s neither deep nor particularly 
long, so more advanced riders can 
stop reading now as this really is for 
those new to the world of off-roading, 
or those intermediate level guys [and 
girls] who find ruts a real bane. Other, 
more technical ruts – with obstructions 
like rocks or roots – we’ll cover in the 
coming months. 

‘It’s important to 
stick your inside 
leg out through 

a rutted turn, 
simply because 

your footpeg will 
inevitably catch 

the ground.’
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GET FORWARD
With this particular sized rut it is best to get your 
weight over the front of the bike, so aim to sit as 
far forward as possible, right up by the fuel tank, 
and get your elbows up in their strongest position, 
by that I mean bent like you’re attempting a press-
up on the ‘bars.

ACCELERATE
As with most corners it is best to gently 
accelerate through the bend from start to 
finish. When accelerating the bike is at its most 
stable and with constant forward momentum it 
will remain fairly planted in the rut. I find that 
beginners have a tendency, when unsure about 
something, to back off the throttle, which is 
often the worse thing you can do as it unsettles 
the bike and can end with you in a heap on the 
floor, cursing ruts. 

LEG OUT
It’s also incredibly important to stick your inside 
leg out through a rutted turn, simply because 
your footpeg will inevitably catch the ground, and 
when it does you don’t want your foot to be there 
too. When the ground is soft or slippery, like it 
was when we did this photo shoot, you can also 
use your foot as a ski, skimming it across the 
ground’s surface as you ride around the corner. 
This can help you keep your balance.

LEAN
As with the bermed corners, it’s important to 
lean into the rut, matching the angle of the rut’s 
wall. This guides the bike through the turn whilst 
also allowing you more traction as your tyre’s 
will get a much better purchase on the ground 
they’re trying to grip. 

Tell Them I 
Taught You
Chris Hockey (AKA Kiwi) offers one-to-one 
or group tuition to those willing to put 
their lives in his hands (only kidding – he 
knows his stuff does ol’ Kiwi). So if you’re 
interested in learning from the hairy one…

CONTACT
Tel: 07971 447085
Email: chrishockey@endurotech.co.uk 
Web: www.endurotech.co.uk

LOOK UP
The last thing you want to happen is to allow 
the front wheel to escape the rut; to combat 
this it’s important to keep your weight forward 
all the way through the turn and refrain from 
aggressive acceleration, which will lighten the 
front and encourage it to climb out. Neutral 
power really is the key to control in this instance 
so pay particular attention to keeping your 
throttle hand steady. It’s also worth mentioning 
to keep your head up. When I teach I really 
have to knock the habit of looking down at the 
front mudguard out of my students; it’s such a 
common tendency, but it’s really important to 
look as far ahead as possible.
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